
Josh Bernoff’s 10 Top Writing Tips
and the psychology behind them

Shorten your 
sentences.

Long sentences puzzle 
readers.

You tack on ideas as
you’re writing.

Break into shorter
sentences.

Make the actor the 
sentence’s subject.

Cut weasel words; if you 
can’t, cut the sentence.

Replace with plain
English.

Include both context 
and source for stats.

Imagine the reader; 
write directly to her.

Write bold openers; 
rewrite with each draft.

Plan to spend half your 
time on research.

After stating thesis, 
explain what’s coming.

You’re insecure about 
what you’re saying.

You’re afraid to be bold.

You think jargon 
sounds sophisticated.

You think any number
adds credibility.

You’re afraid of 
sounding informal.

You feel the need to 
“warm up” first.

You’re too busy to do
the research.

You’re afraid of 
sounding pedantic.

Passive hides true 
meaning.

Weasel words make 
statements wimpy.

Jargon makes readers
feel stupid.

Stats back up your 
point.

Pronouns invite the 
reader to relate.

Bold statements retain 
attention.

Text without examples 
is boring.

Readers want to know 
what's coming.

Rewrite passive 
voice.

Eliminate weasel 
words.

Replace jargon 
with clarity.

Cite numbers 
effectively.

Use “I,” “we,” 
and “you.”

Move key 
insights up.

Cite examples.

Give us some 
signposts.

Write shorter. Readers are impatient. You just keep typing; 
it’s easier than editing.

Edit out extraneous 
text.

Tip Why it matters Why you fail How to fix
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analysis
The four questions to ask before writing anything

Readers

iMpression

Objective

Action

R O A M

Who is the audience?

How will you change 
the reader?

What do you want the 
reader to do?

What will the reader 
think of you?
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Why Is There So Much Bullshit?
Does it seem like you spend your day 
fighting through bullshit? Here’s why.

Reading on Screens All Day Impairs Attention
Average time a business writer

spends reading/writing:

46
hrs/wk*

Average time spent on
a news article:

36
seconds**

Only group that reads more
media in print than online:

70+
years old***

We Learned the Wrong Way to Write
High School

5-paragraph themes

College

Long, obscure papers

Corporate

Impenetrable documents

No One Edits What We Read
Email

Inbox = first draft

Blogs and Social

Passion ≠ insight

News Media

Speed > quality
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Levels Of 
Editing5

1. Idea Development Why: Your idea is weak.

Starting point: Before writing

Best editor: Big-picture thinker

Result: Fleshed out idea, or “treatment”

2. Structural Why: Your structure is inefficient or 
          hard to follow.

Starting point: Patchy draft or fat outline

Best editor: Veteran writer

Result: Tight, logical structure

3. Paragraph/line Edit Why: Your writing is flawed.

Starting point: Complete draft

Best editor: Veteran editor

Result: Fewer, better words

The thing to recognize is, this doesn’t work. 
If you’ve generalisation, people will recognize 
it and hold you responsible for it even if 
you’ve carved out exceptions.

If you’re afraid of generalising—if you think 
there’s a good chance you’re wrong—then don’t 
generalize. If you think the exceptions are rare 
and not worth considering, go ahead and make a 
direct statement. Your readers will hold you 
responsible regardless of whether you said the
exceptions happen “rarely” or didn’t mention them 
at all, so you might as well be bold. And if the 
exceptions are important enough to consider, write 
about them explicitly.

parenthetical

add examples

set as bullets



4. Copy Edit Why: You have language errors.

Starting point: Finished draft

Best editor: Copy editing professional

Result: Correct language

The thing to recognize is, this doesn’t work. 
If you’ve generalisation, people will recognize it 
(and hold you responsible for it) even if you’ve 
carved out exceptions by saying generally or “for 
the most part” or whatever your preferred weasel 
word is.

Here’s a rukle of thumb for dealing with exceptions: 
• If you’re afraid of generalising—if you think 

there’s a good chance you’re wrong—then 
don’t generalize. 

• If you think the exceptions are rare and not 
worth considering, go ahead and make a 
direct statement.

made a z
,“          ”

z

5. Proofread Why: Copy edit and page layout 
          introduce more errors.

Starting point: Pages

Best editor: Copy editing professional

Result: Perfection!

not bold
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To maximize the value of editing, get edits at the 
right level, from Idea Development to Proofreading.



The Sad State Of Business Writing

“My writing is not the problem.”
“On average, how effective is the material you read/write?”

Rate from 1 (completely ineffective) to 10 (completely effective).

Material you read Material you write

5 6 7

5.4 6.9

Reading and writing is a full-time job.
Time spent reading

25.5 hours.week
Time spent writing

20.4 hours.week
Email 9.3 hours Other 16.2 hours Email 6.4 hours Other 14.0 hours

Poor writing destroys productivity.
Poorly written material
wastes a lot of my time.

Reading on a device makes 
it hard to concentrate.

81% 48%Percent who agree



A close look at what’s wrong with what we read -- and how 
we write -- based on answers from 547 business writers.*

*Based on an online survey of 547 business writers, January-March, 2016. Respondents must write two hours per week for work, 
excluding email, and write primarily in English. “Agree” based on top two boxes on a five-point scale. Not a random sample. 
If this were a random sample, margin of error is +/- 5% (at 95% confidence level)

What’s wrong with business writing?
“In the material you read/write, which of the problems listed here occur

frequently enough to make the material significantly less effective?”

Too long

Poorly organized

Unclear

Too much jargon

Not precise enough

Not direct enough

65%

65%

61%

54%

54%

49%

45%

16%

19%

24%

32%

37%

What you read What you write

Processes and training are inadequate. 
Our process for collecting
and combining feedback
works well.

My writing teachers in
school/college prepared
me well for writing at work.

38%37% Percent who agree
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Fight Toxic Prose
Three bad habits make your writing muddy.
Be bold. Fight toxic prose.

Sources: Assessing the Olympics by UMass Donahue Institute, http://wobs.co/WWBolympics, 
  Johnson & Johnson job description, 
  “Verizon to Acquire Yahoo’s Operating Business,” http://wobs.co/WWBvzyh

Rewrite:

The teams here have not only built incredible products and technologies, but have built 
Yahoo into one of the most iconic, and universally well-liked companies in the world 
. . . I’m incredibly proud of everything that we’ve achieved, and I’m incredibly proud 
of our team.

Yahoo’s sites are in the top three most-trafficked, according to Comscore, and 
we’ve maintained a consistent level of customer satisfaction. Successful, modern 
products are one reason that Verizon acquired us.

3. Weasel Words

Vague intensifiers, e.g.
 “incredibly,” “deeply”

How to spot

How measurable are
these terms?

Test

Sounds like bullshit

Reader’s reaction 

Delete weasel words;
make precise

How to fix

The Area Vice President, Enterprise Customers will develop and manage a sustainable 
strategic relationship that transforms the current commercial model by creating joint 
value that results in the ongoing reduction of costs, continuous process improvement, 
growth and profitability for both partners with the ability to export key learnings.

Rewrite: The Area Vice President, Enterprise Customers will help both the company and its 
customers to realize value, reduce costs, grow, and increase profits. They’ll also 
share what they learn. 

Replace with
straightforward language

Uncommon and
obscure terms

Would you use these 
words in conversation?

Huh?

2. Jargon

How to spot Test Reader’s reaction How to fix

The issue of budget, cost overruns, and public sector commitment needs to be 
closely monitored as the Boston 2024 Olympic bid progresses.

Rewrite: Government officials must closely monitor budgets, costs, and public sector 
commitment as the Boston 2024 Olympic bid progresses.

Identify actor; 
use as subject

Being verb and past
participle; subject of
sentence is not the actor

Can you add 
“by zombies”
 after the verb?

Who’s doing what?

1. Passive Voice

How to spot Test Reader’s reaction How to fix
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A Disciplined Writing Process
The key to a successful writing process is to work 
in three distinct stages, with clear 
objectives for each stage.

Prepare: Be Paranoid Early1

2

Spend the first half of the time planning and preparing.

Draft: Find Your Flow
With preparation complete, create a well-organized, creatively crafted draft.

3

Clarify goals: Define readers, objective, and desired action and impression.

Create a descriptive title: Be open to revising on each draft.

Plan purposefully: Organize research tasks in a spreadsheet.

Make a fat outline: Lay out content in order.

Unleash creativity: Discuss your idea with a creative thinker.

Find flow: Create the time and space to concentrate as you write.

Surmount obstacles: Work, then relax; solutions will come to you.

Collaborate effectively: Define tasks and shared tools for team members.

Revise: Manage Reviews Effectively
Learn to embrace criticism without losing control.

Choose editors wisely: Request appropriate feedback based on reviewers’ expertise.

Expose your flaws: Be explicit about problems that worry you.

Manage review cycles: Use deadlines to gather reviews in bunches.

Use edits to gain insights: Maintain your vision as you fix identified flaws.
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Email That Works
Email is a noisy environment. Stand out. Be brief, bold, and clear. 
Think outside the paragraph.

From: Michonne Z. Slayer, VP of HR
To: All sta�
Re: A few steps to prepare for the zombie apocalypse

The company has launched its zombie apocalypse preparedness 
plan (ZAPP). 

As your HR leader, I’ve prepared this email to explain what actions 
you should take.

Why now?

After the well-publicized zombie takeover in Fayetteville, Georgia, the CEO 
and I created this preparedness plan to ensure that our employees will be 
safe and productive in the event of zombie attacks.

Learn about the zombie threat

If zombies make you nervous, I certainly understand. To be properly 
prepared, review the materials below:

• CDC’s zombie apocalypse web site. 
• ZAPP directory on our corporate Intranet
• ZAPP group on our internal social network (join for updates). 

What you should do

We’re seeking volunteers in each o�ce to sign 
up as ZAPP captains and take our short online 
training course. See your local HR leader by 
the end of this month.

In the event of an attack, �nd the volunteers 
in your o�ce – they’ll have red ZAPP caps at 
their desks.

One break room in each o�ce now has a ZAPP 
kit, including fresh water, tools, �rst-aid supplies, 
and crossbows. Learn the location of the ZAPP
kit in your o�ce.

Please be aware that our health plan does not cover zombieism, and that 
bereavement policies do not apply to the undead.

I know it’s a busy time of year, but please review these resources and 
policies this week and, if you’re so inclined, volunteer to help. Let’s support 
each other and stay safe.

Use the first 20 
words to tell readers
what to expect.

Summary 
sentences

Avoid long
paragraphs. Use 
formatting features 
to aid skimming.

Skimmable 
headings 
and bullets

Let readers click to 
review detailed 
material.

Links

Use photos or 
charts to clarify 
content.

Graphics

Be brief for 
maximum 
effectiveness on a
phone screen.

250-word 
limit

Use pronouns;
be direct and

involve the reader.

I and you

Be clear about what
you want the reader

to do.

Call to action

Tell people how long
they have to respond.

Deadline

Tell readers what
to expect. Also

becomes accurate
heading for reply

threads.

Revealing
subject line

If you must introduce
yourself, do it simply
and quickly to warm

things up.

Microwave
greeting
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Find & Cure Common Writing Flaws A guide for editors

Numbers (e.g.        ) refer to chapters in Writing Without Bullshit4

Manage reviewers and suggestions
systematically. 

Elements seem added-on or 
contradictory.

Writing is a 
pastiche

Prepare first, then set aside 
uninterrupted writing time. 

Tone is inconsistent.Writing is 
choppy

Brainstorm to develop central 
idea further. 

Piece lacks cohesion.Weak central 
idea

Buried lede Partway in, you spot the main point. Cut opening paragraphs; move 
main idea up; rewrite title.

Rewrite sentences with actor as 
the subject. 

Rewrite with easily understood 
words. 

Gird your loins and tell the truth.

Rewrite using I, we, and you. 

Include sources; present all 
numbers with context. 

Use subheads, bullets, tables, 
and graphics. 

Identify readers, objective, and 
desired action and impression. 

It’s not clear who’s doing what. 

You can’t make sense of what
you’re reading.

Statements are hedged and 
qualified.

Statements are indirect and don’t 
mention the reader.

The source and meaning of stats 
is unclear.

Everything is written in paragraphs.

You ask yourself “Why am I reading 
this?”

Passive 
voice

Jargon

Weasel words

Lack of clear
advice

Imprecise use 
of numbers

Hard to skim

Lack of 
relevance

Writing too 
long

Prose meanders and bores the 
reader.

Suggest what to cut; reorganize 
what remains. 

Problem Symptoms Treatment

17 18

12 16

15

13

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4
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The Iron Imperative
Treat the reader’s time as more valuable than your own.

Meaning Ratio: 
> 70%Meaningful words

Total words 

R O A M
Readers, Objective, Action, iMpression

Make a fat
outline.

B
E
 P

A
R

A
N

O
ID

 E
A

R
LY.

Get to the point. The reader’s attention is limited.

Paragraphs suck!

The tide of

is rising.Edit everyhing. R
ep

or
ts

 a
re

 s
to

ri
es

.
"I love criticism". . . said no one, ever. 

Write boldly
when you are afraid.

Ed
ito

rs 
ex

ist
 to

 re
ve

al 
wh

at
 yo

u c
an

no
t s

ee
, n

ot 
to 

tel
l y

ou
 w

ha
t t

o d
o.

Writing in 
active voice 
is an act 
of courage.

of business writers say
poorly written material 
wastes a lot of their time.

Jargon makes
smart people 
feel ignorant.

81%
Ideas expressed

well get writers 

the credit they 

deserve, regard-

less of gender.

The only purpose 

of business writ-

ing is to create 

a change in the

reader.

bernoff.com/book

Josh
Bernoff
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